
Genomics technologies and analysis of its data

Online Practical 1: Analysis of SNP data

This online practical will give you some hands on experience with the ideas discussed in this

course. Focus on answering the questions while making sure that all your results are repro-

ducible and your answers are justified. Since each practical is worth 10% of your overall course

mark, it is expected that the submission is appropriately presented, complete sentences are

used and details on intermediate steps given. While it is expected to include R code when

appropriate, submission of commented R code alone will be insufficient.

This practical will give you some insights in how to interpret findings from the analysis of

SNP data. The accompanying video will provide you with a brief introduction to using R

for analysing SNPs data. After watching/reproducing the example, attempt to answer the

questions below. If you are taking this course for credit, submit the answers in pdf format via

email by Monday, 24 February 2014, 10 am.

Background for Illustration

The genotype information of 110 patients that had a myocardial infarction is to be compared

with 47 controls. The dataset Cardio.RData contains the case-control SNPs data and some

other important variables. The variables of the file are:

Cardio$type . . . Whether a patient is case (coded 1) or control (coded 0)

Cardio$snps . . . A matrix containing the SNPs

Rows correspond to subjects and columns to SNPs

Cardio$blood.pressure . . . Bloodpressure of subjects at time of admission

Cardio$gender . . . Gender of subjects

Cardio$protein . . . Level of a specific protein

The video will show you how to find relationships between the protein level and SNPs.

Questions

Use the Cardio dataset use in the example to answer the following questions. Make sure to

hand in all code used to answer the questions.

1. Find the best linear model for the protein levels based on the Cardio dataset. (2 pts)



2. Which variables are associated with the protein levels after appropriately accounting for

multiplicity? (2 pts)

3. Use lasso to find SNPs that are associated with myocardial infarction. Justify your

answer. (3 pts)

4. Explain, in your own words, the difference between controlling the familywise error rate

and the false discovery rate. (3 pts)


